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1. Krümmung is a difficult word to translate. Flusser's model of the city is based upon a system of forces, like gravity, and so here I have chosen flection to coincide with the idea developed below. The city, like the gravitational pull of a planet, has an obvious attractive quality that causes flection or deflection of objects along a path toward it. When it comes to cities, we should learn to think topographically rather than geographically and see the city not as a geographical place, but rather as a flection 1 in a field. This is not a comfortable undertaking, as it involves one of those notorious paradigm shifts. When we were forced to see geography as the surface of a globe rather than as the description of a flat area, 2. I have translated Ausbuchtungen as "well" because Flusser is making reference to what is usually referred to in English as a gravity well.
3. "Fuzzy sets" is in English in the original.
we ran into problems: Do the occupants of the southern hemisphere stand on their heads? We must strain our imaginations even more now than they did back then. Admittedly, we have images of equations that make things easier. We are accustomed, for example, to see the solar system as a geographic place in which individual bodies orbit around a larger one. We see it as such because it has been shown to us in images, not because we have perceived it with our own eyes. However, today we also have other images at our disposal. Here is one that shows us the solar system as a network of wire netting, as a gravitational field, and in this netting there are sacklike wells 2 in which the wires are more tightly knotted together. In one of these wells we recognize our Earth once more because built into this sack there is a smaller body, namely, our moon. Both of these images of the solar system are models rather than maps. And certainly the second image is more useful for a trip to Mars than the first. In the second image one sees that one must first crawl up out of our well and then be careful not to fall into the sun's well in order to finally fall into the Mars well. The same is true of the image of the city. When we are talking about a "new urbanism," it is more useful to construct the image of the city as a field of flections.
The City as Ordering of Space
The typical image we construct of the city looks something like this: houses as economic private spaces that surround a marketplace, the political public sphere, and over there on a hill stands a temple, the theoretical sacred space. You can beat your head against the wall trying to decide how these spaces are coupled together. According to the ancients, Economy served Politics and both were in service to Theory because Theory led to wisdom and redemption. Philosophers and doctors should be kings of the city. According to the revolutionary artisans of the Renaissance, Economy and Theory should serve Politics because these led to freedom and the selfdetermination of humanity, thanks to work. The citizens should be kings of the city. Today, according to many, Politics and Theory are in service to the Economy because this leads to freedom of choice and happiness. The consumers should be kings of the city. These are three ways of reading the typical image of the city.
For the moment let us forget the floods of printed material and blood that have flowed, and continue to flow, from the critique of this image of the city. Let us look at the image. As a model it is no longer useful. The three spaces of the city intermingle with one another today like fuzzy sets.
3 The 4. Kabel yields a bit of wordplay here because it can mean both "wire(s)" and "cable" in the sense of "cable TV." I have chosen "cable" here to give the sense of multiple lines of transmission that bring the public sphere into the private. public space pushes into the private thanks to cable 4 (as in the case of television). Private space pushes into public thanks to machines (like cars). The city really no longer contains distinct private and public spaces, and the theoretical space is so thoroughly integrated into both that it is no longer recognizable because it has changed so much. Theory means contemplativeness, and it is sacred because it rises above the flow of commerce. From this we get the weekend, vacation, retirement, and unemployment. The theoretical space is no longer bound to the church and school but, on the contrary, is associated with the playing field, discotheque, and Club Med. These settlements are opened up to the formerly Economic and Political spaces. The image of the city with its three spaces is now useful only as a point of historical reference. We are lazy in thought and imagination and cling to old images. We become irritated when someone takes away our private space, our political engagement, and our belief in the Holy (and above all, our belief in scientific Theory) and suggests other images of the city as a substitute. This is the new urbanism, when we recognize neither our trusted home, nor our advanced political opinion, nor our schools of profundity and learning.
The City as Mask Rental Shop
We are those who are individuals who come together in the city. The old image of the city rests upon this image of humanity. This image of humanity has become unsuitable. Everything is divisible, and there can be no individual. Not only can atoms be split into particles but so can all mental objects; actions become "aktomes," decisions become "dezidemes," perceptions become stimulations, representations become pixels. The question of whether one eventually comes to an indivisible remainder is metaphysical. The human being can no longer be seen as an individual but rather as the opposite, as a dense scattering of parts; he is calculable. The notorious Self is seen as a knot in which different fields cross, as in the way the many physical fields cross with the ecological, psychic, and cultural. The notorious Self shows itself not as a kernel but as a shell. It holds the scattered parts together, contains them. It is a mask. From this it follows that the city can no longer be a place in which individuals come together but, on the contrary, is a groove in fields where masks are distributed. The self does not come to the city in order to come together with others but, on the contrary, just the opposite. It is first in the city that the self arises as the other of the others.
The model of the city as a place where masks are lent out allows for an image of the history of the city to be made. The first cities presented only a few masks at one's disposal, such as that of the magician, the warrior, and the homosexual, and all had to dance behind these masks. The last cities presented a multitude of masks at one's disposal and allowed one to be drawn into another during the dance, such as that of the taxpayer to that of the father. That is political (urban) progress. In any case, what was hidden behind the old masks is the same as that behind the new, namely, a swarm of disposable parts. At first glance this is a confusing image of the city. It looks like an Indian village, while that of the old city looks like Athens or Jerusalem. Still, the Indians will turn to dust if they don't dance, to pure quarks, stimuli, and aktomes. If asked, the Indians would probably have no objection to such a transformation. We, however, insist upon our identity (soul, spirit), even when we have misplaced or lost the medicine bag that refers to it.
The City as an Intersubjective Field of Relations
The new image of humanity as a knotting together of relationships doesn't go down easily, and neither does the image of the city that rests upon this anthropology. It looks roughly like this: We must imagine a net of relations among human beings, an "intersubjective field of relations." The threads of this net should be seen as channels through which information like representations, feelings, intentions, or knowledge flows. The threads knot themselves together provisionally and develop into what we call human subjects. The totality of the threads constitutes the concrete lifeworld, and the knots therein are abstract extrapolations. One recognizes this when they unknot themselves. They are hollow like onions. The Self (I) is an abstract, conceptual point around which concrete relations are wrapped. I am that to which you is said. An image of humanity of this type is obvious not only thanks to psychoanalysis and existential analysis but corresponds also to the concepts of other areas, for example, ecology (organisms are knottings together of ecosystems); molecular biology (phenotypes are knottings together of genetic information); or atomic physics (bodies are the knottings together of the four field strengths). If one holds fast to the image of an intersubjective field of relations-we is concrete, I and you are abstractions of this-then the new image of the city gains contours. It can be imagined roughly in this way: The relations among human beings are spun of differing densities on different places on the net. The denser they are, the more concrete they are. These dense places develop into wave-troughs in 5. "Diese dichten Stellen bilden Wellentäler im Feld, das man sich schwingend wird vorstellen mussen." Here Flusser's imagery suggests that intersubjective relations constitute a field of forces, and just as the gravity well of a planet attracts other bodies to it so too does the thick concentration of intersubjective relations attract other forces and bodies. To illuminate Flusser's imagery of wave-troughs further, we can imagine a line representing the oscillations in a potential field of relations. This line can be attracted to poles of particularly dense relations, which would cause the line to bow in that direction. The resulting wave-trough would be a measure of the attractive force of that pole. the field that we must imagine as oscillating back and forth.
5 At these dense points, the knots move closer to one another; they actualize in opposition to one another. In wave-troughs of this type, the inherent possibilities of relationships among humans become more present. The wave-troughs exert an attraction on the surrounding field (including the gravitationalfield); ever more intersubjective relationships are drawn into them. Every wave is a flash point for the actualization of intersubjective virtualities. Such wavetroughs are called cities.
To be sure, with this description the new image of the city as an attraction point for the realization of possibilities is still not fully developed. To this must be added that we must imagine that the net among human beings is entangled with other nets. For example, we must try to imagine the knots of intersubjectivity; thus the I is built into multiple nets, as the central nervous system is in the neurophysiological net, as creatures are in the ecological net, as material bodies are in the electromagnetic and gravitational fields. The hope of reducing all these relational fields to a single one, of being able to draw up a general field theory, is temporarily suspended. Because of this, the new image of the city does not present a very clear model but, on the contrary, appears more fractal. We will simply have to learn to live with this fractalized chaos.
A striking aspect of this image of the city, when one has mobilized the necessary imagination for it, is its immateriality. In this image there are neither houses nor squares nor temples that are recognizable, rather only a network of wires, a confusion of cables. A walk through Cologne can make this image somewhat more material. Even Heine intended, so that holy beams should be reflected in his holy cathedral, that we must seek to go beyond, to see fields of relations reflected. What are noticeable at first are the market stalls, in which masks of identification are offered. One identifies oneself with and as clothing, as a pair of shoes, as a saucepan. One is what one always is when one first begins to dance in these clothes, in this cooking pot. Such market stalls are what constitutes all of Cologne. Everywhere such masks are offered. One dances in the mask of a television image (identifies oneself with and within it), in the mask of a Party member, an academic title, a family relationship, an artistic orientation, a philosophic intention.
6. I have translated gegenseitig as "reciprocally" to point out the similarity between Flusser's concept of subjectivity arising dialogically and the concepts of autopoesis and structural coupling in systems theory. In the latter case, relations between a system and environment, or two systems, are reciprocal in that each affects and plays a role in the development of the other.
7. Here Flusser is strongly echoing the phrase of Gregory Bateson, "the difference that makes a difference." For Flusser as well as Bateson, and in systems theory in general, it is the drawing of a distinction that first creates system coherence and sets up the fields of relations within the system. Cologne reveals itself as a wave-trough in the field of relations among human beings, in which these relationships are collected into masks in order to actualize their inherent possibilities. The inhabitants of Cologne are densely scattered swarms of points that dance under Kölnische masks. The houses and squares of Cologne, the cathedral are seen as surface phenomena, as congealed, materialized masks, as a kind of archaeological kitchen trash.
The City as Project of Projections
Whither new urbanism? What's wrong with Cologne? That the masks offered there are not produced dialogically but otherwise and that they are put on, even when they can be chosen out of a multiplicity. New urbanism is the attempt at a city plan in which the masks surface dialogically out of the relations among human beings in order to be absorbed again. The new city would be a place in which we as an I and a you should identify reciprocally, 6 in which identity and difference would give rise to one another.
7
Such a city would require an optimal scattering of relationships among humans; neighbor and next door should arise from others. And it requires that the cables of relationships among human beings should be reversibly installed, not in bundles as in television, but on the contrary as true nets and thus responsible as in the telephone nets. These are technical questions and are to be solved by urban planners and architects. They demand not only the necessary competence but also theoretic, "infomatic" knowledge and devices, as with the reversible Minitels and artificial intelligence. Aswith every revolution, that of the urban is technically conditioned, but reaches into wider areas. It demands that we must surround ourselves existentially. We must stop wanting to recognize ourselves and others and instead seek to recognize others and to find ourselves in them again. We must break out of the capsule of the self and draw ourselves into concrete intersubjectivity. We must become projects out of subjects. The new city would be a projection of projects among human beings. That sounds utopic, which it certainly is, because the new city is not geographically locatable; on the contrary, it is everywhere where humans open up to one another. But precisely because it sounds utopic it is realistic. The emerging relational world-view and the anthropology that comes from it demands utopic thinking. We don't have any inherited models for it and must draw them up anew. All of this was spoken of in images. It was about city image, world image, human image, masks of intercourse. That is unavoidable. We cannot further describe the world and ourselves within it. Discursive speech and writing is no longer appropriate; everything is calculated, and swarms of pointlikebits are indescribable. These can however be calculated and the algorithms encoded into images. Thus is the world, and we within it, become indescribable, but it is calculable and because of this is capable of being represented once again. To imagine it, we must mobilize a power of imagination that rests upon calculation. We possess the necessary devices. This essay should be seen as an attempt to encode synthetic images of algorithms into language. Contemporary relations among human beings will increasingly encode themselves into images of this type. Our perspectives, imaginings, emotions, intentions, knowledge, and decisions must increasingly assume the form of such images. In this way all creative disciplines-like science and politics-will become art forms. This essay is an inadequate attempt to advance politics (new urbanism) to an art form.
